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Abstract: The insucess of proceeded baselines of considerable length, when the ionospheric and tropospheric
delays are not properly modeled, is a serious problem. In order to minimize such problem, some models have been
proposed to minimize the biases. For example, the combination ofL1 andL2 carrier-phase can vanish98% of the
first-order ionospheric biases. Generally, the LGO device, the equipment under evaluation, uses this solution to
the majority of the baselines considered in our work. But it is not enough, the tropospheric bias still needs to be
minimized or vanished. The objective of this study, is to verify and quantify the improvements, by the evaluation
of the rate of successful processed baselines when an improved tropospheric bias mitigation strategy is used in
opposition to a tropospheric bias mitigation approach. LGO equipment uses as a priori tropospheric model the
simplified Hopfield model. The main aim of the investigations presented in this work was to determine the increase,
or not, in the rate of baselines successfully produced by adopting an advanced tropospheric bias mitigation strategy
as opposed to a simpler one. In the first case, LGO uses an improved strategy with a zenith tropospheric scale factor
per station. We built some models by general least squares (GLM) to evaluate the performance of the equipment.
We are aware that 1D and 2D present different behaviors, we analyzed both cases individually with each strategy.
In this article, we present such analysis for 1D case.
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1 Introduction

The objective of this research is to evaluate GPS static
relative positioning [16], regarding accuracy, as the
equivalent of a network real time kinematic (RTK)
and to address the practicality of using either a contin-
uously operating reference station (CORS) or a pas-
sive control point for providing accurate positioning
control. The precision of an observed 3D relative po-
sition between two GNSS antennas, and how it de-
pends on the distance between these antennas and on
the duration of the observing session, was studied.

This goal was achieved by comparing the outputs
from the Leica Geo Office v5 (LGO) software and the
Ordnance Survey (OS) active stations coordinates, as-
sumed as true [10, 11]. The methodology followed
was using observation files from OS active stations to
simulate different scenarios for the baseline length, in
order to answer the question of how long should be
the observing session for the LGO to process those
baselines within a pre-establish threshold of accuracy.

A brief introduction of GPS, the navigation sys-
tem used in the present work, can be found in [13, 4, 2]
where some details about observation modeling of
systematic biases and errors affecting GPS measure-
ments are described. Other significant references can
be found easily. For example, [3, 7, 8] are significant
references where a description and discussion about
the navigation system are given.

This work investigates the performance of com-
mercial software LGO when processing baselines in
static mode. This article is a continuation of a prelim-
inary approach presented in[14, 13]. The parameter to
be tested is the time of observation needed to achieve
a given accuracy (1D and 2D) for a set of ranges of
baseline lengths. A statistical approach by general
liner models (GLM) is applied. Four different sce-
narios were created.

Summarizing, the present work is comprised of
introduction and final remarks sections, a section with
the statistical methodology and two sections contain-
ing the description of data and results details respec-
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tively.

2 GLM method

In the classical linear model, a vectorX with p ex-
planatory variablesX = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp) can ex-
plain the variability of the variable of interestY (re-
sponse variable), whereY = Zβ+ǫ. Z is a specifica-
tion matrix with sizen × p (usuallyZ = X, consid-
ering an unitary vector in first column),β a parameter
vector andǫ a vector of random errorsǫi, independent
and identical distributed to a reduced Gaussian.

The data are in the form(yi, xi), i = 1, . . . , n, as
result of observation of(Y,X) n times. The response
variableY has expected valueE[Y |Z] = µ.

GLM is an extension of classical model where
the response variable, following an exponential family
distribution [15], do not need to be Gaussian. Another
extension from the classical model is that the function
which relates the expected value and the explanatory
variables can be any differentiable function.Yi has
expected valueE[Yi|xi] = µi = b′(θi), i = 1, . . . , n.

It is also defined a differentiable and monotone
link function g which relates the random component
with the systematic component of response variable.
The expected valueµi is related with the linear pre-
dictorηi = zTi βi using the relation

µi = h(ηi) = h(zTi βi), ηi = g(µi) (1)

whereh is a differentiable function;g = h−1 is the
link function; β is a vector of parameter with size
p (the same size of the number of explanatory vari-
ables);Z is a specification vector with sizep.

There are different link functions in GLM. When
the random component of response variable has a
Poisson distribution, the link function is logarithmic
and the model is log-linear. In particular, when the lin-
ear predictorηi = zTi βi coincides withe the canonical
parameterθi, θi = ηi, which impliesθi = zTi βi, the
link function is denominated as canonical link func-
tion. Sometimes, the link function is unknown be-
ing estimated simultaneously with the linear compo-
nent of the semi-parametric model for electricity spot
prices. A detailed description of GLM methodology
can be found in several references such as [9, 15].

3 Data

OS active stations were used to investigate the rela-
tion between time of observation and length of the
baseline. A total of105 baselines were processed us-
ing LGO, separated into six range groups (Ri, i =
1, . . . , 6) according with their lengths in kilometers:

• R1 = [000− 100] →(5 baselines)

• R2 = [100− 200] →(14 baselines)

• R3 = [200− 300] →(27 baselines)

• R4 = [300− 400] →(29 baselines)

• R5 = [400− 500] →(14 baselines)

• R6 = [500− 900] → (16 baselines)

All the stations are permanent stations of clear
sky visibility and with low multipath conditions. The
quality of the data is therefore expectantly high.
Day 13/06/2013 of receiver independent exchange
(RINEX) data of GPS week1744 was downloaded
from the data archive of the active GPS network of
Ordnance Survey (OS Net) for each of the106 sta-
tions [11]. These RINEX data include phase measure-
ment of the carrier wavesL1 andL2, P1, P2 and C/A
pseudo-range code at a30 seconds interval.

For this experiment,24 hours of dual-frequency
GPS carrier phase observations for each of105 base-
lines formed by ABEP, chosen as reference station,
and all the other active stations, designated as rover,
from OS Network were used. These105 baselines
range in length from61 km to 898 Km and corre-
spond to all active stations considered ’healthy’ on
13/06/2013. The data for each baseline comprised
the same24-hour session that was further subdivided
into periods of time of1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and24 hour
as follow, where the two first digits represent the be-
ginning of the observation period and the last two the
end:

• 1 hour periods:[0001], [0607], [1213], [1819];

• 2 hour periods:[0002], [0608], [1214], [1820];

• 3 hour periods:[0003], [0609], [1215], [1821];

• 4 hour periods: [0004], [0408], [0812], [1216],
[1620], [2024];

• 6 hour periods:[0006], [0612], [1218], [1824];

• 8 hour periods:[0008], [0816], [1624];

• 12 hour periods:[0012], [1224];

• 24 hour period:[0024].

The division of time in this way was done in order
to evaluate the performance of the software for differ-
ent lengths of observation time.

The criteria followed to select the reference sta-
tion were primarily based on location. Thus ABEP, on
the west coast of England, was chosen, because of its
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high altitude and location, providing a well distributed
range of radial vectors to all the other active stations,
either in latitude and longitude. Its 3D positional co-
ordinates were fixed to the official values adopted by
OS.

In order to evaluate at what range of base-
line lengths the use of precise ephemerides become
worthwhile, both results using broadcast and precise
ephemerides1 are presented as well. The correspond-
ing SP3 files were downloaded from the data archive
of [6]. These include precise ephemerides at a sam-
pling interval of15 minutes and the high-rate precise
satellite clocks with a sampling of30 seconds.

Hence, the four different scenarios can be com-
pared as follows:

• Direct comparison of the results obtained us-
ing the broadcast ephemerides and the precise
ephemerides (BH versus PH and BC versus PC);

• Direct comparison of the results obtained using
Hopfield model and computing the troposphere
(BH versus BC and PH versus PC).

At starting points 1D, 2D and 3D accuracy criteria
were established for each baseline, as only successful
processed baselines are of interest for this research.
The chosen values were set to 1D and 2D accuracies
to be better than3 cm and 3D better than4.5 cm.
These are realistic values, as the OS active stations
have 1D accuracy of about2 cm in magnitude and
close to1 cm in 2D. Therefore, assuming the3 cm
as 1D and 2D threshold seems to be reasonable due
the fact that this tolerance allows for the absorption
of errors inherent to the coordinates of the stations.
Despite how perfectly the baseline was calculated an
error of up to4 cm in height and2 cm in plan could
arise due to the uncertainty associated with the coor-
dinates.

The published coordinates of each of these sta-
tions (in Cartesian format on the header of the corre-
sponding RINEX file) are assumed as true and used to
compute the errors (1D, 2D and 3D) in the solutions
processed by LGO.

1In astronomy and celestial navigation, an ephemeris (plu-
ral: ephemerides; from Latin ephemeris, ”diary”, from Greek:
ephemeris, ”diary, journal”) gives the positions of naturally oc-
curring astronomical objects as well as artificial satellites in the
sky at a given time or times. Historically, positions were given
as printed tables of values, given at regular intervals of date
and time. Modern ephemerides are often computed electron-
ically from mathematical models of the motion of astronomi-
cal objects and the Earth. Even though the calculation of these
tables was one of the first applications of mechanical comput-
ers, printed ephemerides are still produced, as they are use-
ful when computational devices are not available. (Cited from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ephemeris.)

One of the major challenges in processing high-
accurate long baselines is the presence of un-modelled
ionospheric and tropospheric delays. There are effec-
tive mitigation strategies for ionospheric biases, such
as the ionosphere-free linear combination of L1 and
L2 carrier-phase, which can remove about 98

4 Numerical Results

In [13] was studied the relation for single baselines be-
tween lengths ranges and between the different ranges
and the observation time required to obtain high-
accurate positioning, using commercial software LGO
using analysis of variance techniques [12]. The results
are considered valid for the applied software and un-
der the conditions of the experiments.

In the present work the same four different strate-
gies were established and evaluated through the pro-
cessing of a total of11760 baselines. The data pro-
cessing and testing used several options concerning
the best thresholds for accuracy. A brief analysis for
different amplitudes of time interval of exposure, con-
sidering the four strategies is reproduced partially in
the present paper

In order to access the relation between time of
observation and success, the data can be grouped by
class of lengths averaging the observing sessions with
the same length. The results obtained by GLM model-
ing were promising. Analyzing the percentage of suc-
cessful baselines we can establish that while for the
2D case, in all strategies and for each class, the suc-
cess increases with session length, in 1D that trend is
not clear. Applying the Hopfield model [5] for base-
lines in classR3 and higher do not appear to produce
better results with longer sessions. By adopting the
strategy of computing the troposphere the benefits of
longer sessions are only significant to baselines up to
classR3 and, even yet,12 hours sessions are required
(74% of success with BC, 65% with PC).

In 1D, BC may be better than PC, regardless
of baseline length. One of the reasons for this be-
havior may be when using the computed option due
to the LGO attempt to absorb errors in Broadcast
Ephemerides as troposphere. We can arise some ques-
tions:

• LGO computed option constraints designed for
use with BC?

• BC may be better because of interpolation
method used in LGO?

In 2D, PC behaves better than BC even for the
shortest range, although the difference is not expres-
sive.
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Typically, sessions of1 hour are enough to pro-
duce good results in 2D for baselines belonging toR1

class while for classesR2 to R4 4 hours are needed
(75% and 86% of success with BC and PC respec-
tively to R4). For baselines ofR5 class that time
should be12 hours.

In 1D, for R3 class, minimum of12 hours ses-
sions are needed (74%of success with BC) or24
hours (81%of success with BC). For longer baselines
(≥ 300 km) the percentage of success is always less
than50%, regardless the strategy and length of the ob-
serving session.

CQ indicators provided by LGO post-processing
are often overlay optimistic in all components, when
compared with the correspondent 1D, 2D and 3D er-
rors found throughout this research, and should there-
fore be used with caution.

5 Detailed analysis: 1D case

The main aim of the investigations presented in this
work was to evaluate the improvements, or not, of
the rate of baselines successfully produced by adopt-
ing an advanced tropospheric bias mitigation strategy
as opposed to a sample tropospheric bias mitigation
approach. In both cases LGO uses as a priori tro-
pospheric model the simplified Hopfield model, im-
proved in the first case with a zenith tropospheric scale
factor per station. Being aware that 1D and 2D present
different behaviours, both cases should be analysed
individually with each strategy. In this section we
present an analysis for 1D.

In the figures below the yellow triangles repre-
sent successful baselines in 3D (1D and 2D simultane-
ously) and red triangles represent successful baselines
only in 1D. The colour scale bar is scaled in centime-
tres. An analysis of figure 5 shows that, considering
the 24-hour session, Hopfield is only acceptable up
to a certain distance (Wales and Southern England)
whereδZHD (δP), assumed by Hopfield is consistent
with real δZHD (Difference between Zenith Hydro-
static Delays) and realδZWD (Difference between
Zenith Wet Delays) is small. On the other hand, the
computed option is acceptable over greater distances
(Wales, Southern England, North England and South-
ern Scotland), as can be seen in figure 6, as it accounts
for realδZWD and for differences between realδZHD
(δP) and assumedδZHD (δP).

Does this pattern follow for sub-sets of the 24-
hour session?

Taking, as an example, the four 6-hour observ-
ing sessions, evolution during the day can be assessed
by examining Figs 9 to 16. In principle, while using
the same processing strategy, the research results pro-

Figure 1: BHH24h1D.

Figure 2: BCH1D 24 hours.

Figure 3: BH1D 24 hours.
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Figure 4: BC1D 24 hours.

vided from the estimated positions vary, depending on
the period of the observing session.

As can be seen in Figs 9 and 10, period [0006]
does not show much difference between both strate-
gies, only in Wales and Southern England, corre-
sponding to classesR2 andR3. The most surprising
results concern the period [0612] of BC (Figs 12 and
18). While for BH there is no substantial difference
with the previous period, for BC the improvement of
success for baselines belonging to classR4 and higher
is remarkable. As a matter of fact, although being a
sub-set of [0024], this session presents the best per-
formance of the entire day.

Are water vapour concentrations in the atmo-
sphere the reason for this performance?

Overall, for session [1218] Hopfield results are
slightly better (Figs 13 and 14), especially for the
longest baselines (Figs 17 and 18). In session [1824]
results of both strategies were improved, in particu-
lar classR2 for BH, when compared to the previous
session, and classesR4 to R6 in BC, corresponding
to Wales, Southern and North England, and Southern
Scotland.

All in all:

• For BH the period [1824] has similar effect to
[0024];

• Identical considerations can be taken for BC, ex-
cept for Southeast England;

• For BC the period [0612] presents significantly
better results than [0024], as it covers the North
of Scotland as well.

• For BC the period [1218] does not show relevant
improvements compared to the same period for
BH and presents a poor performance for classes
R3 toR6.

The reason why period [0612] appears better than
[0024] is because [0024] is a combination of LGO

Figure 5: BHH0006h1D 6 hours.

computation being successful in [0612] and [1824]
but not successful in [0006] and [1218]. In general,
a vertical error was found in all 1D successful base-
lines.

6 Conclusions

Summarizing, it was developed a GLM model [15] to
relate the exposure time, number of success and base
lines distance. The remaining details of such approach
will be found in a future extended version of this ar-
ticle, where the detailed numerical results about the
time exposure duration and which part of day has ma-
jor influence in the success rate will be discriminated
and analyzed. To improve this statistical approach it
is ongoing a statistical multivariate analysis [1] using
all relevant available data. It was also presented a de-
tailed and empirical analysis evaluating the improve-
ments, or not, of the rate of baselines successfully pro-
duced by adopting an advanced tropospheric bias mit-
igation strategy as opposed to a sample tropospheric
bias mitigation approach.
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Figure 6: BCH00061D 6 hours.

Figure 7: BHH06121D 6 hours.

Figure 8: BCH06121D 6 hours.

Figure 9: BHH0006h1D 6 hours.

Figure 10: BCH00061D 6 hours.

Figure 11: BHH06121D 6 hours.
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Figure 12: BCH06121D 6 hours.

Figure 13: BHH1218h1D 6 hours.

Figure 14: BCH12181D 6 hours.

Figure 15: BHH18241D 6 hours.

Figure 16: BCH18241D 6 hours.

Figure 17: BH1D 6 hours.
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Figure 18: BC1D 6 hours.
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